Growing Orchids Without a Greenhouse in a Warm Climate
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Sunroom with Extended Windowsills
(Plastic Composite Decking)
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Clear Acryllic
Handing Shelving
With Translucent
Window Film
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Window Orientation
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Light Angle
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Bright Light vs. Low Light
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Shade or Lath Houses
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Shade House Particulars


Shading, usually or more depending on the
location of the shade house and the types of
orchids grown, is very necessary and is provided
by lath or shading fabrics. I also installed in this
shade house a watering system consisting of
multiple small sprayers or misters controlled by a
timer that has a manual override and I grow the
plants on stepped wire frame benches that
ensure even lighting and easy watering.
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Light Meter for Footcandles/Lux
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PAR METER
PAR Light Meters measure Photosynthetically Active Radiation from any light source, HPS,
fluorescent, sunlight
or LED.
Can Convert Lux Readings to PAR

The converter below will do this automatically based on the light source.
https://www.waveformlighting.com/horticulture/convert-lux-to-ppfd-online-calculator

This site will give you PAR recommendations for various orchids.
https://herebutnot.com/light-recommendations-ppfd-par-for-orchids-and-houseplants/

Principles of Light


https://www.aos.org/orchids/additionalresources/principles-of-light.aspx



Suggested maximum light intensities for some
common orchid genera are 1,500 foot-candles
for Phalaenopsis and Paphiopedilum, 2,500 footcandles for Miltoniopsis and Zygopetalum, 3,000 footcandles for Cattleya, and 5,000 foot-candles
for Brassia, Cymbidium, Degarmoara, Dendrobium and
Oncidium. Lower light intensities are suggested to
prevent leaf scorch soon after transplanting and if root
systems are poor.
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Leaf Shapes and Thickness
Give Clues for Light Needs
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Plants Tell you If They are Getting
the Right Amount of Light

SteveFrow@aol.com



Floppy foliage like this indicates insufficient light.
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Too much Light

This shows up as yellowish leaves or, in extreme cases as
large oval black spots. Lights can burn foliage if they
are placed too close to the lights, Never let the foliage
actually touch the lamps.



Feel the leaves under the lights. They should never be
hotter than warm.



This is a “burned” orchid leaf
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The Right Amount of Light


1. Plants are stocky. Internodal length is short.



2. Foliage color is light green.



3. The orchid is flowering at its normal time.



4. The flower color is normal---not washed out.



5. The leaves are more roundish rather than long
and stretched.

Grow Lights Characteristics Comparison Table
Type

Lifespan

Avg.
Temperature

Distance From
Plants

Efficiency

Cost

HID Grow Lights

10,000 hours

600 degrees F

6’ – 10’

125 lumens per
watt

~$15 per bulb

HPS Grow Lights

18,000 hours

500 degrees F

4’ – 6’

140 lumens per
watt

~$150 per bulb
and ballast

LED Grow Lights

50,000 hours

70 degrees F

10” – 16”

25 lumens per
watt

~$20 per bulb

T8 Fluorescents

25,000 hours

100 degrees F

2” – 4”

90 lumens per
watt

$3 – $5 per bulb

T5 Fluorescent

20,000 – 35,000
hours

95 degrees F

2” – 4”

110 lumens per
watt

$5 – $10 per
bulb

Color Temperature
Color Temperature is expressed in degrees Kelvin
(K). For example, noon daylight is about 5500
degrees Kelvin. Fluorescent lamps with lower color
temperatures look red; fluorescents with higher color
temperatures look blue. This makes sense if you
imagine an iron bar being heated. First it gets "red
hot." Then, as the temperature increases, it becomes
"white hot" and finally, "blue white" hot. The color
temperature of outside light varies from 5500K to
6800K depending on the time of day, weather,
season and latitude. The higher the color of a
fluorescent lamp, the bluer (cooler) the
appearance. The lower the color temperature the
redder (warmer) it's appearance. Color
temperatures of standard fluorescent lamps such as
Warm White = 3000K, Cool White = 4100K, Daylight =
6500K.
 Source:
https://www.naturallighting.com/cart/store.php?sc_
page=52
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Consumer Sources for
Horticultural Lights


1. Growers House https://growershouse.com/



2. Hydrofarm https://www.hydrofarm.com/



3. Active Grow https://www.activegrowled.com/



4. Gardener’s Supply Company
https://www.gardeners.com/



5. Garden Supply Guys
https://www.gardensupplyguys.com/



6. Soltech Solutions
https://www.soltechsolutions.com/



7. Better Gro Hydro https://www.bghydro.com/
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Ideal Humidity-50-60%

Effects of Low Humidity


1. Bud Blast



2. Deformed flowers



3. Wrinkled leaves



4. General lack of vigor



5. Susceptibility to spider mites



6. Brown leaf tips



7. Premature drying of flower shealths
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Humidity


The modest heat from the tubes and ballast may cause a
reduction in humidity. This can be an advantage in a
cooler location.



To conserve heat and humidity wrap three sides of the
growing area with polyethylene or better, vinyl, and /or
add a humidifier close to where the plants are being
grown.

Other Ways to Increase
Humidity


Plastic light diffusion panels, sometime referred to as
egg crate louvres, is a great material to insert in the
growing trays under the lights so the plants that are
suspended above the water in trays that have been
filled with water to increase humidity. They are easy to
clean, are available at home supply stores in the
lighting section and can be cut with a hacksaw to fit
any size growing tray. A better solution than pebbles in
a tray.

Fresh Air, Please!
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In most tropical lands where orchids reside, they
luxuriate in incessant, but gentle, trade winds. Air
movement in a growing environment ensures a
more uniform air temperature and dramatically
reduces disease problems by preventing the leaves
from staying wet too long. It also evenly distributes
the gas, carbon dioxide, that is produced by the
plants in the dark and used by the plants to
produce their food during the daylight hours.
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Ceiling Fans
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Oscillating fans are
also a good choice,
since they effectively
cover large areas
with a constantly
changing airflow
pattern without
excessively drying off
the plants.
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Oscillating fans are
another good alternative

“Muffin” Fans are good for computers27
and orchids
@Steven A Frowine

Sometimes there are small hot or
cold spots in the greenhouse,
windowsill or light cart where
just a touch or airflow is needed.
This is where these small muffin
fans, frequently sold for
electronic devices are perfect for
the job. They are efficient, quiet
and very inexpensive to operate

Some Like It Hot, Some Like It Cold:
Orchid Temperature Requirements
Orchids are frequently placed by
professional orchid growers into three
difference categories based on their
night temperature preferences—Cool,
45-50 F (4.4-10C); Intermediate, 50-55F
(10-12.7C) and Warm 60F (15.5C). The
assumption is that the daytime
temperature will be 15F (9.5C) or more
warmer than this night temperature.
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If orchids are exposed to cooler than the
recommended ranges, their growth will be
slowed down and in extreme cases can lead
to buds falling off before they open. Also,
cooler temperatures can reduce the plant’s
disease resistance. A short bout of higher
than desired temperatures will not prove that
harmful as long as the humidity stays high. If
daytime temperatures routinely run much
above those recommended, the plant will
also be stressed and growth will be retarded
or will stop altogether.

@Steven A Frowine

The results of too low temperatures



If it gets too hot, orchids will show their displeasure
by slowing or stopping their growth, having their
flower buds wilt before they open, having their
leaves and stems shrivel, and in extreme cases, by
dying.



Too warm of temperatures can also inhibit flower
bud initiation and can cause flower buds to blast
or shrivel up.
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The results of too high
temperatures



One critically important factor with
orchids is their temperature differential
requirement of at least 10 to 15 degrees
between the warmer day temperature
and the cooler evening temperature for
a few to several weeks. If this differential is
not met the orchids will not grow
vigorously, and probably most
importantly, will not set flower buds. Not
meeting this requirement is one of the
most common reasons that home grown
orchids don’t re-bloom.
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Day and Night
Temperature Differential

Growth Cycle
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Rest Vs. Death


Some orchids require a dormancy or “rest period”. In their
natural habitat this period is usually triggered by a reduction
of rainfall, cooler temperatures, lower light, or shorter
daylength, usually during the winter. During this time the
orchids stop growing so require very little water.



During dormancy some orchids naturally drop their leaves but
the pseudobulbs remain turgid. During this period the orchids
should only be infrequently watered or misted.
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Get Rid of the Laggards
You may find that a few of your orchids just
don’t appreciate the home you have given
them. Maybe they don’t get enough light or
it is too cool in your home. Whatever the
reason, if you have done your best to provide
the right conditions and this orchid still
doesn’t grow well and bloom. It’s time to get
tough and get rid of it! Give it to a friend with
different growing conditions. There are too
many orchids out there that are easy to grow
orchids to waste your time and valuable and
limited growing space on a poor performer.
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Blasted Bud Blast!
Nothing is more disheartening than having the buds of your orchids shrivel up
right before they open! This is referred to as bud blast and is caused when the
orchid undergoes different types of stress. These are some of the specific causes
of this exasperating event:



Low humidity



Hot air from furnaces or cool dry air form air conditions directly blowing on the
orchid plant



Over watering



Under watering



Poor root development



Too high or low of temperatures



Watering standing in the buds or bud sheaths



Dramatic change in the orchids environment, like bringing the plants from
outside to in.



Natural gas leaks in the house



Ethylene gas from ripened fruit



Too bright of light on the developing flower buds
smog



Pesticide damage

Pollution, such as

@Steven A Frowine
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Watering
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Probably more orchids are killed by
improper watering, usually by overwatering, than by any other cultural
practice. Discovering how to properly
water orchids is one of the more
challenging aspects of growing orchids.

Watering Variables


The type of pot



The type of potting material



The age of the potting material



Whether the orchid is pot-bound



The growing environment



The temperature



The amount of ventilation



The amount of ventilation



Whether the orchids are growing or dormant



Whether the orchids are growing or dormant



The type of orchid
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Proven Watering Techniques


I find the pot-weighting method of determining when to water is one of the
easiest. In this method, you’re relying on feel instead of precise weights.
Here’s what you do:



1.

Thoroughly water the orchid in its pot.



2.

“Weigh” the pot by picking it up.
Now you know how heavy it is when it’s saturated with water.




3.

Wait a day or so and “weigh” it again by picking it up.



You’ll feel the difference in the weight as the potting material
becomes drier.



4.
Repeat Step 3 each day until you judge, by looking at the surface and
sticking your finger into the top 1 inch (2.5 cm) or so of the potting material to
see if it’s damp, that it is time to water.



Keep in mind whether this type of orchid prefers to be on the damp or
dry side.




5.

Note what this dry “weight” is now.
Now the orchid is ready to be watered thoroughly.
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Watering Tips


Grow orchids of the same type, media, pot type, and
size in the same area.



Water with warm water.



Always use a water breaker (the water diffuser that you
attach to the front of your hose that softens the flow of
water) when you water.



Never let the water breaker or end of the hose touch
the ground or floor.



Water the orchids early in the day or afternoon.
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Over- or Under-Watering: Roots Tell
the Story (& How to tell which it Is)


Over- and under-watering show many of the same symptoms
because the net effect of both practices is the same — damaged
or destroyed root systems, which results in the orchid becoming
dehydrated. The signs of dehydration include



*



*



Pleated leaves on orchids like miltonia

Excessively shriveled pseudobulbs (thickened, swollen stems) of
some orchids, like cattleyas



*

Droopy, soft, and puckered leaves on cattleyas



*

Yellow and wilted bottom leaves on phalaenopsis
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*
Bud blast (in which the buds fall off instead of opening) on all
orchid
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Do not use water that has passed through water
softening units on your orchids. Such water may
contain high amounts of sodium that can be harmful
to orchids.

Fertilizers Are Not Magic
Potions!
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Many people place much too much faith in fertilizers. They think fertilizer is
some type of elixir that will save the day. Actually, if the orchid is in poor
health, fertilizers are rarely the answer.



In fact, if the roots are damaged (a frequent problem), applying fertilizers will
make the problem worse. If roots aren’t functioning well, they can’t absorb
the fertilizer, and if the fertilizer isn’t used by the orchid it can accumulate in
the orchid potting material. This buildup of fertilizer salts can further dehydrate
and damage the remaining roots.



Fertilizers are most useful as a boost to help an already healthy orchid grow
better.



Many people mistakenly think of fertilizer as food — which it isn’t.
Plants produce their own food from sunlight, carbon dioxide, and
water. That’s the miracle called photosynthesis. By fertilizing, you’re
merely providing minerals that your orchids can use to make
photosynthesis more efficient.

What to look for in orchid fertilizers
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*
Nitrogen sources are available in several different chemical
forms. Although all forms can be used by plants, it has been found in
recent research that the nitrate and ammonical forms, not urea, are
most beneficial to orchidslook for these types of nitrogen in your
fertilizer. It will be spelled out on the label



*
High amounts of nitrogen, much more than 20%, are not
necessary to grow the best orchids no matter what media they are
grown in. Too much of any nutrient cannot be used by the orchid plant
and, as a result, merely ends up as a pollutant.



*
It was earlier thought that a high phosphorus fertilizer was
necessary for better orchid bloom. This has now been found to be the
case.



*
In most cases a fertilizer with supplementary calcium (up to 15%)
and magnesium (up to 8%) is a real plus. You can get a water test from
a local dealer of water softening units to find out if you happen to have
sufficient quantities of either of these so that they don’t need to be
included in the fertilizer that you use.

Types of Fertilizers
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Type of Fertilizer
Granule

Advantages
Readily available
Easy to Use
Inexpensive

Disadvantages
Short Term (lasts a
few to several
weeks)
Can easy burn
orchid roots.
Frequently do not
include valuable
trace elements.

How Applied
In dry form. Applied on
top of or incorporated
into medium.

Slow Release

Easy to use
Last a long time (3 to 9
months-depending on
formulation)

Can sometimes
In dry form. Applied on
burn sensitive
top or incorporated into
orchid roots.
medium.
In coarse media,
can be washed out
when watered.
Relatively
expensive
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Water Soluble

Readily available in a
wide range of
formulations.
Easy to apply.
Nutrients are instantly
available for plants.

Must be applied
frequently--- every
few weeks when
plants are actively
growing.

Diluted in water and
applied by watering
can.

What is fertilizer “burn”?
When too much fertilizer has been applied, if it has been applied when the
media is dry, or if the roots of the particular orchid are hyper sensitive to the
salts in fertilizer, the roots can become dehydrated by these moisture robbing
salts, resulting in fertilizer “burn.” This damage will show up as brown or black
root tips and/or black or brown leaf tips. It looks as though the root tips or
leaves have been “burned”. Thus the term. To prevent it, don’t apply more
fertilizer than is recommended and fertilize only when the media is damp

Read the Fertilizer Label
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Fertilizer deposits on pots



As water evaporates from the potting material in the pots its
leaves behind any solid minerals or salts that were dissolved in
the water, including fertilizer salts. These salts can accumulate
on the edges of the pots. When this salt crusting is noticed,
remove it with a damp cloth, otherwise these deposits can
burn the leaves of the orchids when they touch it.



Because clay pots are porous, they tend to accumulate more
salt deposits on the edges of their pots than the plastic ones
do. One way to prevent this is to dip the tops of the clay pots
into about ½” melted paraffin before potting your orchids in
them.

Fertilizer Deposits on Pots


As water evaporates from the potting material in the
pots its leaves behind any solid minerals or salts that
were dissolved in the water, including fertilizer salts.
These salts can accumulate on the edges of the pots.
When this salt crusting is noticed, remove it with a
damp cloth, otherwise these deposits can burn the
leaves of the orchids when they touch it.



Because clay pots are porous, they tend to
accumulate more salt deposits on the edges of their
pots than the plastic ones do. One way to prevent this
is to dip the tops of the clay pots into about ½” melted
paraffin before potting your orchids in them
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